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01PORTFOLIO 
CHECKLIST

DESIGNING A COMPLETE AND ROBUST PORTFOLIO

Your portfolio should contain work that demonstrate your skills as a de-
signer, but it also has to reach a wide audience, including potential em-
ployers and clients. A complete portfolio is more than just a web site or 
some printed pieces in a portfolio case. It is a consistent, multimedia pre-
sentation. The checklist on the opposite page lists the major components 
required for your portfolio.

Printed Portfolio
The printed folio includes 8 to 12 portfolio pieces presented on well designed 
pages and bound into a portfolio binder or some other well-crafted container, 
such as a nicely designed portfolio box. The standard size for printed portfolio 
pages⋅is⋅11⋅x⋅17,⋅and⋅most⋅portfolio⋅binders⋅are⋅made⋅to⋅fit⋅pages⋅of⋅that⋅size.⋅
This printed folio is the portfolio you should carry with you to job interviews to 
display and discuss your work.

Section 03 contains more information on the printed folio.

Portfolio Web Site
Your portfolio web site is an online space in where you can display your work. 
It’s the best way to share your work through social media, email, or other online 
platforms,⋅and⋅is⋅likely⋅to⋅be⋅the⋅first⋅place⋅most⋅people⋅will⋅see⋅your⋅work.⋅

Section 04 contains more information on the portfolio web site.

Printed Booklet
In addition to your full-size folio, you should design and print a smaller booklet 
that showcases your work. This booklet is a promotional give-away that you can 
leave with employers or clients so that they have a ready reminder of you and 
your work.

Portfolio PDF
Finally, you need a version of your portfolio saved as a well-designed PDF. This 
is the version of your portfolio that you will attach to job applications or that 
you⋅can⋅send⋅to⋅prospective⋅clients⋅or⋅employers⋅via⋅email.⋅Make⋅sure⋅the⋅file⋅
size⋅is⋅manageable⋅to⋅avoid⋅difficulties⋅when⋅uploading⋅or⋅emailing⋅the⋅PDF.

1
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02 PROJECT
SELECTION

CHOOSING THE RIGHT PROJECTS FOR YOUR PORTFOLIO

One of the most important decisions you’ll make when designing your 
portfolio is which projects to include, and it’s not a decision to be taken  
lightly.⋅ Your⋅ choice⋅ of⋅ projects⋅ reflects⋅ your⋅ skills⋅ and⋅ preferences⋅ as⋅ a⋅
designer, and you should choose projects that demonstrate the kind of 
design work you would like to do professionally.

Include Your Best Work
Every designer has his or her own strengths, and you 
want to showcase yours in your portfolio. If some-
thing doesn’t represent your best work or isn’t the 
kind of work you would like to do professionally, 
then don’t put it in the portfolio just to increase the 
number⋅of⋅projects⋅or⋅to⋅fill⋅a⋅gap.⋅If⋅this⋅means⋅you⋅
have⋅fewer⋅than⋅ten⋅pieces⋅in⋅your⋅finished⋅portfolio,⋅
that’s okay - as long as what you do have represents 
your⋅finest⋅work.

Include Self-Driven Work
In addition to student work and client projects, you 
should try to include a section on self-driven work, 
even if it’s just one project. This includes personal 
projects and other work you’ve undertaken on your 
own just to express yourself or to improve your skills. 
This gives employers and clients insight into your in-
terests and shows them that your interest in design 
goes beyond school and client work.

Show Your Process
It is crucial for you to demon-
strate the process through which 
you⋅arrive⋅at⋅a⋅final⋅design⋅solu-
tion. Employers and clients want 
to know how you think and gen-
erate your ideas. They was to see 
that you’ve explored a wealth of 
options in your pursuit of the 
one that works best. You should 
choose at least one project for 
which you can show the entire 
span of your process, from initial 
brainstorming, sketching and 
concept exploration through the 
final⋅project⋅execution.

THINGS TO CONSIDER
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SUGGESTED PROJECTS

It’s a good idea to include a variety of project types in your portfolio in 
order to show your range. You should consider including some of the  
project types described on the opposite page. These projects hit some of 
the most important applications for graphic design, and they are the kinds 
of projects many employers and clients or looking for in your work.

However,⋅don’t⋅put⋅a⋅project⋅ in⋅your⋅portfolio⋅ just⋅ to⋅fill⋅a⋅quota.⋅As⋅dis-
cused  previously, include only your best work, and don’t include a project 
if you have no interest in working on that type of project professionally. 

The exception is digital design. Digital design, including things like web 
graphics and user interface design, is such an important and growing part 
of the design industry that you need to demonstrate your capabilities with 
digital media, even if it’s not an area of design that greatly interests you.

Ad Design
Ad design is a common task for 
graphic designers, whether they 
work at a design agency or in-
house. Including an ad series in 
your portfolio demonstrates your 
ability to market a product, ser-
vice or cause effectively as well as 
your ability to adhere consistent-
ly to a concept and brand across 
multiple related ads. Consider an 
ad series including ads present-
ed in different formats (print, dig-
ital, and outdoor/large format).

Don’t ignore outdoor advertising 
(billboards, bus ads, etc.); it’s an 
important and thriving branch of 
advertising design.

Branding
You should strongly consider a comprehensive 
branding project for your portfolio, especially if you 
are looking for an agency job. This should include 
not just a logo design, but also a selection of brand-
ed materials that might include things like mer-
chandise, business card and letterhead, brochures, 
menus, website, web ads, or vehicle graphics.

Branding projects are a great place to show your  
project development process!

Layout Design
Employers want to see that you can work with typog-
raphy, especially large quantities of body copy. Lay-
out design work such as website design, magazine 
articles and brochures demonstrate your ability to 
set type and to work within an organized grid struc-
ture — both crucial to good design.

Digital Design
Digital design is an important 
and rapidly evolving branch of 
graphic design, and digital de-
signs skills are indispensable 
for a modern designer. Consider 
including digital design projects 
in your portfolio: websites, web 
graphics, online ads, or app de-
sign. This might even be a part 
of a larger project, such as brand 
design or a marketing campaign.

Package Design
Despite the challenges faced by the print industry, 
products still need packaging, so package design 
remains just as important as ever. Package design 
might include boxes, labels, tags, or anything else at-
tached to a product to help sell it in retail outlets. It’s 
a good idea to include not just photos of the physical 
mock-up⋅of⋅your⋅package⋅design,⋅but⋅also⋅the⋅“flat”⋅
version including technical details like bleed, trim 
lines and fold lines to demonstrate your ability to 
create⋅print-ready⋅files.
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SHOWCASING YOUR SKILLS AND INTERESTS

If you have an interest in photography or illustration and want to market 
those skills in your portfolio, you need to consider how you plan to do 
so.  Featuring your photography or illustration work helps show employers 
and clients that you are bringing those important skills to the table, which 
can make the difference in getting a job. Similarly, choosing projects that 
express your talents and interests helps give employers a better picture of 
who you are and what motivates you.

REMINDER: All photography 
and illustrations in your portfolio 
should be original to you and 
should not be downloaded, cop-
ied, or based on anything from 
the Internet. If you use reference 
photographs acquired online, 
then your illustrations must be 
original (not traced from the ref-
erence images) and should be de-
veloped from at least 6 different 
images. Remember that the pur-
pose of reference images is not to 
give you something to copy, but 
to deepen your understanding of 
your subject so that you can com-
pose a more effective illustration.

Illustration and Photography
If you want to showcase your illustrations or pho-
tography,⋅ then⋅you⋅should⋅find⋅ways⋅to⋅ incorporate⋅
them into your graphic design work. Your photos 
might appear as part of a magazine article or ad, or 
your illustrations might decorate a package design 
or infographic. Don’t be afraid to bring art created 
with traditional media into your designs. Painting, 
colored pencils and print-making all have a place in 
graphic design, and your creativity is the limit. With 
the overwhelming presence of digital images in de-
sign, it can be refreshing to see traditional media.

If your primary goal is to become a photographer or 
illustrator, then consider dedicating a portion of your 
portfolio as a gallery of your work. You might even 
consider creating a separate photography or illustra-
tion portfolio, possibly as a printed booklet.

Share Your Interests...
If you have interests that play into one or more of your designs, feel free to include those 
designs in your portfolio, especially if you are looking for employment in a job that also 
features those interests. For instance, if you would like a job in sports marketing, consider 
including projects devoted to sports advertising or merchandising. If you are interested in 
an eco-friendly approach to life, then consider including projects that demonstrate your 
environmentally conscious attitude. Doing so might help you get a job designing things 
consistent with your interests.

...But Show Variety
Many employers want to see your ability to adapt to different kinds of material and themes, 
so be careful not to let your portfolio become a catalog of your interests. Branch out and 
include projects that cover a variety of subjects and artistic styles.
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03 PRINTED
PORTFOLIO

DESIGNING & ASSEMBLING YOUR PHYSICAL PORTFOLIO

Even though online portfolios are the primary means through which you 
will likely promote yourself and share your work with potential employers 
and clients, it is still important to maintain a physical portfolio. Employers 
will expect you to bring your physical portfolio with you to job interviews 
or client meetings so that you can discuss your work in person, and it 
demonstrates your ability to produce a well-designed physical product.

Most of the advice in this section also applies to designing a PDF portfolio. 
In fact, your PDF portfolio will most likely be a PDF version of your physical 
portfolio, adjusted in necessary for the digital format.

At this point in your career, it’s best not to spend 
an exorbitant amount on your portfolio binder. The 
standard⋅portfolio⋅is⋅an⋅11”⋅x⋅17”⋅screwpost⋅binder,⋅⋅
which typically sells for at least $70-150, but don’t 
discount other options, including the possibility of 
building your own from scratch. If you choose a dif-
ferent⋅size,⋅don’t⋅go⋅any⋅smaller⋅than⋅11”⋅x⋅14”.

Avoid portfolio pages with plastic sleeves: they do 
not feel professional, and the glare on the plastic 
often obscures your work. Instead, use adhesive 
binding⋅ strips,⋅ which⋅ are⋅ designed⋅ to⋅ fit⋅ standard⋅
screwpost portfolio binders.

You⋅can⋅easily⋅find⋅sources⋅for⋅portfolio⋅binders⋅on-
line. I’ve listed a few sites that specialize in portfolio 
binders below.

Other Options
You don’t have to buy a stan-
dard portfolio binder for your 
portfolio. Feel free to make your 
own, or consider other options 
for presenting your portfolio: a 
beautful box containing large 
cards with your portfolio images; 
a printed booklet; a folio resem-
bling a vinyl LP album cover with 
projects on cardstock discs inside 
it, or even a large format poster 
than can be folded to highlight 
various projects. Be creative and 
feel free to express your style and 
personality as a designer!

PORTFOLIO BINDER

Blick Art Supplies: dickblick.com
Muse Portfolios: etsy.com/shop/MusePortfolios
Sleek Portfolios: etsy.com/shop/SleekPortfolios
LuxBind Portfolios: luxbindportfolios.com
Klo Portfolios: kloportfolios.com

Best quality and style for your money

Expensive but very customizable

http://dickblick.com
http://www.etsy.com/shop/MusePortfolios
http://www.etsy.com/shop/SleekPortfolios
http://luxbindportfolios.com
http://kloportfolios.com
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Represent Your Personal Brand
You should develop a consistent page design that 
reflects⋅ the⋅ way⋅ you⋅ are⋅ trying⋅ to⋅market⋅ yourself,⋅
so be sure to use graphics, colors and typefaces that 
represent your personal brand. Be sure not to overdo 
it; the focus of your portfolio pages should be your 
work, not fancy brand graphics, but it should all feel 
like your brand.

Project Order
When a gallery curator installs a 
new art exhibit, she carefully con-
siders where each piece will re-
side. She attempts to ensure that 
each work of art harmonizes well 
with the pieces around it and that 
the strongest elements of the 
exhibit are the most prominent 
in order to encourage interest 
and to draw people in. The same 
is true when you assemble your 
portfolio. You should carefully 
consider the order in which you 
will present your projects. It can 
be⋅a⋅bit⋅of⋅a⋅creative⋅puzzle⋅to⋅fit⋅
everything in just right, but it’s 
worth the effort.

• Put⋅your⋅strongest⋅work⋅first⋅so⋅that⋅anyone⋅look-
ing at your portfolio immediately sees you at 
your⋅best.⋅A⋅good⋅first⋅impression⋅is⋅crucial.

• Consider placing projects with similar visual 
characteristics close to each other in your portfo-
lio: color, shape, design style or category (brand-
ing, web design, layout, packaging, etc.). Estab-
lishing harmony from one project to the next will 
help your portfolio feel like a cohesive, curated 
collection rather than a disjointed group of un-
related projects. 

• If possible, include personal work or passion 
projects,⋅including⋅fine⋅art⋅or⋅illustration⋅work,⋅at⋅
the end of your portfolio. Many employers like 
to see that you’ve dedicated your talents to more 
than just school and professional work.

Include a Cover Page
The⋅ first⋅ page⋅ of⋅ your⋅ portfolio⋅
should be a well-designed cover 
page including your name, logo 
and contact information: email, 
phone and portfolio website. 

PAGE DESIGN AND LAYOUT

Page Elements
Each page or spread of your port-
folio should be designed to show 
off your projects in an attractive 
manner. To accomplish this, con-
sider including not just images of 
your projects, but also titles and 
any other useful information that 
you feel might help give a project 
context,⋅such⋅as⋅specifications⋅or⋅
a brief description:

• Project Title

• Brief Description

• Specifications

• Client (if any)

• Color Swatches (including 
any relevant color values: 
CMYK, RGB, Hexachrome, 
and/or Pantone)

• Typefaces

• Captions or labels (only if 
they would be helpful rather 
than redundant)

PMS 7472
C64 M7 Y34 K0
R86 G182 B177
#56B6B1

PMS 8400
C52 M43 Y42 K7
R129 G129 B131
#818183

PMS Black
C0 M0 Y0 K100
R35 G31 B32
#231F20

Headers
DIN CONDENSED BOLD 16/18

Body Copy
AVENIR NEXT CONDENSED REGULAR 10/14

This is just one example of how you 
might demonstrate your typefaces; 
feel free to design yours differently, as 
long as the design remains clear.
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DISPLAYING YOUR WORK

Photographs and Mock-Ups
It’s a good idea to display your work with a few pho-
tos or mock-ups to show what it would look like when 
fully produced. However, you should adhere to a few 
simple guidelines:

• As much as possible, you should print and as-
semble your work, then photograph it instead of 
relying on digital mock-ups.

• In some cases, it’s not really possible to physi-
cally mock-up your work (e.g., you might not be 
able to produce an actual billboard). In those cas-
es, it’s okay to use a digital mock-up.

• When creating a digital mock-up, you should 
try to make your own with original photography 
instead of using digital mock-ups you’ve down-
loaded. For instance, take your own photo of a 
billboard and then composite your billboard 
design into the photo in Photoshop rather than 
using a pre-made billboard mock-up.

USEFUL TIP: BE AWARE OF YOUR BACKGROUND!

Make sure your images contrast adequately with their 
backgrounds so the edges don’t get lost. If they blend 
too much with the background, consider adding a 
thin stroke or subtle shadow to help separate them.

“Flat” Images
Mock-ups can make your work 
look great, but they are also de-
ceptive. They tend to obscure the 
finer⋅details⋅of⋅your⋅work.⋅There-
fore, it’s important to show your 
work⋅ “flat”⋅—⋅as⋅ it⋅ ⋅ would⋅ appear⋅
when freshly printed. You should 
try to make sure that you are in-
cluding⋅some⋅flat⋅images⋅of⋅your⋅
projects along with the mock-ups 
so that people reviewing your 
portfolio can get a truer sense of 
your design skills.

This is especially true of package 
designs. Be sure to include a 
flat⋅print⋅ version⋅of⋅ the⋅package⋅
design that shows solid trim 
marks, dotted fold lines, and that 
includes a bleed. This demon-
strates your mastery of the vital 
technical skills needed to pre-
pare a design for print.

DEMONSTRATING YOUR PROCESS

For at least one of your projects, you should show your process by presenting all of the 
concept work and variations that went into developing the piece. Employers want to see 
how you work. They want to see that you are willing to explore a wide range of ideas before 
committing⋅ to⋅a⋅single⋅approach,⋅and⋅ that⋅you⋅developed⋅ those⋅ ideas⋅sufficiently⋅before⋅
rushing to start work on the computer. They also want to see how your design grew and 
changed as it took shape and underwent critique, feedback, and revision.

This is a crucial element of any portfolio. Branding projects can be a good choice for showing 
your process work since they usually involve a great deal of ideation, design variations and 
revision throughout their development.

At minimum, your process work should include all of the items listed below.

Concept Sketches
You should include a large number of concept 
sketches that show a diverse range of approaches to 
the design. Employers want to see that you explored 
a variety of ideas before settling on one.

Digital Variations
Be sure to show a range of digital 
variations and design iterations 
that emerged throughout the  
design process.

Type Samples
Include a collection of the typefaces you explored for 
the project. Present them in a manner that demon-
strates how they would be used and be sure to in-
clude notations identifying each.

Color Variations
You should display various color 
options that you considered. Be 
sure to include detailed swatch 
information with these.
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04 ONLINE
PORTFOLIO

DESIGNING & HOSTING YOUR ONLINE PORTFOLIO

Online portfolios are becoming increasingly important, so it is crucial for 
you to maintain a website that displays your work and remains current. 
Your⋅ portfolio⋅ website⋅ will⋅ often⋅ be⋅ the⋅ first⋅ medium⋅ through⋅ which⋅
potential employers or clients view your work, so it is important make sure 
you establish a strong impression through your online portfolio.

For the most part, the same design considerations that apply to the printed 
portfolio also apply to your online portfolio. This section contains a few 
additional notes as well as information on web-hosting options.

Project Selection
In general, you will include the 
same projects in your website 
portfolio that you include in your 
printed portfolio. However, If you 
have projects that incorporate an 
interactive element or that fea-
ture motion graphics, they will 
work better online than printed. 
Be sure to reserve them for your 
online portfolio.

Furthermore, while you should 
certainly put your best work on 
your website, don’t be afraid to 
reserve one or two pieces for 
your physical portfolio, such as 
personal projects. This gives you 
something extra to show a client 
or employer during a job inter-
view that they haven’t already 
seen on your website.

Portfolio Sections
Before you begin developing your portfolio site, 
think about its organization. Keep it simple and 
straightforward, and make sure that it’s easy to navi-
gate your site and to understand what each section is 
all about. Most good portfolio sites include some or 
all of the following sections. 

• About: Be sure to include a section with a little 
information about yourself. This section should 
include contact information and social media 
links (especially LinkedIn, if nothing else).

• Work: Obviously, you need a section that dis-
plays your work. This might be a single section, 
or it might be divided into categories, such as a 
section for branding, one for package design, etc. 
Each section should include multiple projects.

• Photography/Illustration: Include a separate 
section for photography or illustration work if 
you wish to showcase those separately from your 
design projects.

PLANNING
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WEB HOSTING

You⋅will⋅need⋅to⋅find⋅a⋅host⋅for⋅your⋅website.⋅Fortu-
nately, there are plenty of options, and many of them 
offer user-friendly tools to help you design, build 
and publish your website.

Behance
Behance is dedicated to show-
casing creative work, making 
it a good option on a budget. 
It’s not a bad idea to keep a Be-
hance portfolio in addition to 
your professional portfolio, as it 
will reach a wider audience, but 
a portfolio site with its own do-
main will look more professional.  
behance.net

Adobe Portfolio
Adobe portfolio is a step up from Behance, if only 
because it is a dedicated portfolio hosting platform 
and therefore slightly more professional. You should 
have access to it through your Adobe Creative Cloud 
subscription. portfolio.adobe.com

Wix
Wix is a professional web-host-
ing site with excellent, easy-to-
use tools for designing, building 
and publishing your site. You can 
host basic sites for free on Wix, 
but may have to pay to upgrade 
to premium versions for more 
storage, bandwidth or options.
wix.com

Squarespace
Squarespace is a professional web-hosting site with 
numerous options for both personal and business 
hosting. It is a bit more professional than Wix and 
offers unlimited storage and bandwidth, but it re-
quires a reasonable a monthly fee ($12 per month). 
If you plan to grow your design business as a free-
lancer, Squarespace may be a good option for you. 
squarespace.com

Webflow
Like⋅Squarespace,⋅Webflow⋅ is⋅a⋅professional⋅web-hosting⋅site,⋅but⋅ its⋅ visual⋅design⋅ tools⋅
allow more freedom than Squarespace’s template-based system. It offers a wide range of 
options, but also requires a monthly fee ($12 per month). webflow.com

EMAIL: If you go with web hosts 
such as Wix or Squarespace and 
you buy your own domain name, 
you will have the option to pay an 
additional fee to create an email 
account attached to your domain. 
This provides you with a profes-
sional email address tied to your  
website which looks far more pro-
fessional than a generic address 
(such as Gmail). However, unless 
you are planning on going into 
business as a freelancer, this is 
probably not worth the cost. At 
this point in your career as a de-
signer, you can do without it.

Domain Name
Depending on the option you choose to host your 
website, you may need to purchase your domain 
(i.e., your web address). Certain sites, like Behance or 
Adobe Portfolio, won’t require this, as your domain is 
a part of their hosting site. While that is convenient, 
it doesn’t look as professional as having your own 
unique web address. 

If you go with web hosts like Wix or Squarespace, you 
will have the option of acquiring a unique domain. 
Fortunately, they will help guide you through the 
process of purchasing your domain. 

A unique domain name looks professional. When 
deciding on a name and web address, try to choose 
a name that is easy to remember and type, isn’t too 
long, and isn’t too similar to other well-known do-
mains. Keep your web address professional and do 
not buy trademarked domains. Domain names can 
range widely in terms of cost, so do your research. 
You shouldn’t have to pay more than $25 - $35 a 
year for a domain name, and you can get one for less. 

USEFUL TIP: PAGE-TURNING MAGAZINE MOCK-UPS

Several free online tools allow you to create interactive magazine or book mock-ups that 
allow a viewer to flip through your pages in order to see all your spreads. You can easily create 
and publish these on sites such as flipsnack.com or issuu.com.

http://www.behance.net
http://portfolio.adobe.com
http://www.wix.com
http://www.squarespace.com
http://www.webflow.com
http://www.flipsnack.com
http://issuu.com
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05 PROJECT 
PROMPTS

PROJECT BRIEFS TO HELP FILL OUT YOUR PORTFOLIO

While much of your portfolio work should be drawn from the student and 
professional work you have completed already, you might need to create 
a few new projects to help round out your portfolio. The prompts in this 
section⋅include⋅project⋅ideas,⋅brief⋅specifications,⋅and⋅suggestions⋅on⋅how⋅
to approach and develop the project.

PROJECT IDEA 01

Boarding Pass Redesign
Despite being an important reference for both airport 
personnel and travelers, airline boarding passes are 
often⋅jumbled⋅and⋅difficult⋅to⋅read,⋅with⋅little⋅atten-
tion to typographic hierarchy. Redesign an existing 
airline’s boarding pass to transform into something 
that is well-designed and easy to use. 

01| Research existing boarding passes as well 
as existing attempts to redesign them⋅to⋅find⋅
out what information must appear on the pass. 
Don’t forget to include bar codes, QR codes, and 
reference numbers.

02| Think about how the information on the 
pass should be presented. How will you make 
it more accessible? Can you use icons or other 
graphic accents to help make the information 
clearer? Be sure to use a strong typographic 
hierarchy to help establish the importance 
of different pieces of information. For the 
purposes of this project, you are not required 
to consider the practical issues of producing the 
printed boarding passes, but it might make a 
for a more effective design challenge if you do 
consider real-world limitations such as cost.

03| Consider how you will group various pieces 
of information on the boarding pass to 
make it easier to use. For instance, all the 
information used by the TSA might need to 
appear in one location, while information used 
by passengers during boarding should be 
clearly collected in another area of the pass.

The⋅finished⋅project⋅should⋅
consist of two components:

• Printed boarding pass

Standard dimensions are  
8”w⋅x⋅3.25”h⋅at⋅300⋅ppi,⋅
but you may reformat the 
dimensions if you have an 
idea that requires it (such as 
reformatting boarding passes 
to match the dimensions of 
a passport or credit card). 
There is usually a perforation 
dividing⋅the⋅pass⋅2.175”⋅ 
from the right end.

• Digital Boarding Pass 

This should display on a 
standard smart phone screen 
(1080 x 1920 pixels at 72 ppi) 
and should include a QR code 
for scanning during check-in  
and boarding.

TAKING IT FURTHER

If you want to turn this into a 
really comprehensive project, 
then you can also rebrand the 
airline by developing a new logo 
and other brand peripherals.

SPECIFICATIONS
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PROJECT IDEA 02

International Packaging
You may occasionally be required to design packag-
ing or other marketing materials for products to be 
sold in a country other than America. To demonstrate 
your ability to successfully develop this kind of proj-
ect, consider creating a package that is designed for 
a foreign audience, with text that is in a language 
foreign to you. 

01| Research the styles, themes and marketing 
strategies used for product packaging in 
another country. Choose another country 
where⋅ English⋅ is⋅ not⋅ the⋅ first⋅ language⋅ and⋅
investigate packaging examples from the 
country in order to identify the kinds of design 
elements and approaches that seem to be 
successful there. What kind of colors, imagery 
and type seems to work best? 

02| Pay attention to color psychology and 
symbolism. Colors and symbols sometimes 
have different meanings or evoke different 
feelings in other countries, so try to identify 
the colors that will work best (or won’t work) for 
your design.

03| Based on your research, design your 
packaging to suit customers in your chosen 
country. Use what you’ve learned from your 
research to create a package design targeting 
consumers in your chosen country.

04| Use foreign language type. Your package 
must include type in the native language of 
your chosen country (not English).

The⋅finished⋅project⋅should⋅be⋅
presented in three components:

• Flat (Unfolded) Print

The⋅flat,⋅unfolded⋅print⋅
(essentially a printing proof) 
should include the following:

Bleed: color should extend 
at⋅least⋅0.125”⋅outside⋅of⋅the⋅
trim lines.

Trim Lines: solid lines that 
show the trimmed edges of 
the package.

Fold Lines: dotted lines 
indicating where the package 
would fold during assembly.

• Physical Mock-Up 

Print and assemble a working 
mock-up of your package 
design for demonstration 
purposes. You should 
photograph this for  
inclusion in your portfolio.

SPECIFICATIONS
PROJECT IDEA 03

Color Blind Design
Design⋅ is⋅ meant⋅ to⋅ convey⋅ information⋅ efficiently⋅
and effectively through visual media. This is especial-
ly crucial for design that conveys important informa-
tion, such as warning signs, infographics, and maps. 
However,⋅ people⋅ who⋅ are⋅ color⋅ blind⋅ may⋅ find⋅ it⋅
harder to interpret a design if it relies on colors they 
cannot easily distinguish.

For this project, you will design either an industrial 
warning sign or a map that conveys complex data 
(such as an infographic). In either case, your design 
should incorporate a variety of colors while remain-
ing completely accessible to people with common 
forms of color blindness.

01| Research color blindness to learn what 
colors might be affected. You should either 
avoid using those colors in your design or make 
sure that you understand how those colors are 
likely to appear to someone who is color blind 
so that you can account for that in your design.

02| Design your sign or map as a poster format. 
Your design should represent a fairly complex 
array of information. If you design an industrial 
warning sign, it should cover a series of topics 
and warnings. If you design a map, it should 
incorporate a complex array of data related to 
the map’s geography and topic.

The⋅finished⋅project⋅should⋅
consist of the following:

• Poster

18”⋅x⋅24”⋅or⋅24”⋅x⋅36”;⋅portrait⋅
or landscape; 300 ppi

USEFUL TOOLS AND TIPS

Adobe Illustrator has a useful 
Color Blindness preview 
function that should help you 
with this project. You can see 
approximately what your design 
might look like to someone with 
color blindness by selecting 
View > Proof Setup > Color 
Blindness. Illustrator has two 
color blindness options that 
represent the two common forms 
of color blindness: Protanopia 
and Deuteranopia.

Keep in mind that many people 
with color blindness may have 
difficulty distinguishing between 
variations in hue among the 
colors they do not see, so it’s best 
to avoid color combinations that 
seem too close when viewed with 
the Color Blindness preview.

SPECIFICATIONS
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PROJECT IDEA 04

Magazine Article
Magazines may not sell as well as they used to, but 
they still have a place, and magazine layout remains 
a vibrant branch of design. For this project, you will 
design a 6-page magazine article consisting of 3 
spreads. The article can be on any subject you prefer. 

01| Research or write article text. You may write 
your own article text or you may get it from 
an existing article online. If you use type 
from an online article, then you must include 
appropriate references in your design: you 
must credit the author and you must include a 
notation somewhere in the article (perhaps at 
the end or in the introduction) with a reference 
to the original source (e.g. This article was 
originally published on Smithsonian.com on 
February 21, 2019). Note that this does not 
resolve copyright issues for professional work, 
but is acceptable for a student project. 

02| Open your article with a compelling spread. 
The⋅first⋅two⋅pages⋅of⋅your⋅article⋅should⋅be⋅eye-
catching and engaging. They need to draw the 
viewer into the article.

03| Use a clear and effective grid system. Use 
a good modular grid system to help organize 
your layout. If you don’t, your layout will likely 
appear untidy and sloppy. Grid systems using 5 
to⋅7⋅columns⋅will⋅give⋅you⋅more⋅flexibility⋅than⋅
a simple 2- or 3-column grid. 

The⋅finished⋅project⋅should⋅
consist of the following:

• Magazine Spreads

6 pages arranged in 3 
spreads. The size of your 
pages may vary depending on 
the format of your magazine. 
A standard magazine format 
is⋅8.375”⋅w⋅x⋅10.875”⋅h,⋅but⋅
other formats are possible.

• Photo Mock-Up 

In⋅additional⋅the⋅“flat”⋅prints⋅
of your spreads, you should 
demonstrate your work in a 
mock-up showing at least one 
spread in a photo.

TAKING IT FURTHER

If you want to push this project 
even further, consider designing 
the cover and table of contents 
for your magazine as well.

SPECIFICATIONS
PROJECT IDEA 05

Online Ad Campaign
Online advertising campaigns are an important tool 
for marketers these days. Web and social media ads 
reach large numbers of potential customers, and 
they⋅have⋅the⋅added⋅benefit⋅of⋅being⋅linkable,⋅so⋅a⋅
viewer can simply click on the ad to get more infor-
mation on the sponsor’s website. However, there are 
numerous⋅specifications⋅for⋅web⋅ads⋅and⋅social⋅me-
dia,⋅and⋅you⋅must⋅often⋅redesign⋅ads⋅to⋅fit⋅radically⋅
different formats. 

01| Choose a nonprofit organization or a 
real world event, such as a fund-raising 
marathon, conference, or concert. Your ads 
should market the organization or event in a 
way consistent with its brand, so research the 
details of your subject as you conceptualize 
your ad campaign.

02| Research online ad formats. Online ads have 
a resolution of  72 ppi, but their formats vary 
widely and different social media platforms 
have their own standards. Research guidelines 
for web and social media ads and be sure to 
stick to those dimensions.

03| Consider how you will redesign your ads to 
fit a range of formats. All of your ads should 
look similar - they must all clearly represent 
the same marketing campaign, but since the 
dimensions of each ad will vary, you will need 
to reorganize the elements within each ad while 
maintaining the same hierarchy of information. 
You may change the imagery in the different 
ads to suit the individual formats.

The⋅finished⋅project⋅should⋅
consist of 6 ads total: 3 web 
ads and 3 social media ads (as 
they would appear on Facebook, 
Twitter,⋅etc.).⋅Your⋅final⋅ads⋅
should be output as JPGs at 72 
ppi in RGB color.

• Web Ads

Design one ad in each of the 
following sizes, or research 
standard web ad sizes and 
choose 3 to use for your series 
(all measurements in pixels):

Leaderboard: 728 w x 90 h

Square: 250 w x 250 h

Skyscraper: 120 w x 600 h

• Social Media Ads

Research current allowable 
sizes for social media ads. 
Facebook, Twitter and other 
social media platforms have 
fairly strict guidelines on ad 
graphic sizes and content, 
and your ads must adhere to 
their⋅specifications.⋅Choose⋅3⋅
different social media ad sizes 
and⋅design⋅ads⋅to⋅fit.

SPECIFICATIONS
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PROJECT IDEA 06

Online News Site
Online news sites are an important outlet for journal-
ism, and more and more people rely on such sites to 
keep up with the news that interests them. News sites 
present interesting design challenges, as they must 
efficiently⋅collect⋅headlines⋅and⋅article⋅thumbnails⋅in⋅
an easy-to-access format that makes it convenient for 
viewers to pick and choose the article they want to 
investigate⋅further.⋅News⋅sites⋅must⋅also⋅find⋅a⋅way⋅
to encourage readers to follow-up with related article 
links and often include web ads from sponsors. 

01| Research existing news sites⋅to⋅find⋅out⋅what⋅
works and what doesn’t. Yo are encouraged to 
devise new and original solutions to the design 
challenges faced by new sites. Consider all 
elements, including the way the site presents 
headlines, photos and article thumbnails, the 
way it present full articles, how it incorporates 
ads, and the ease with which a user can 
navigate through the site (consider the use 
of navigation bars, drop down menus, or 
collapsible sidebars).

02| Design a news site for the HPU campus. How 
would your redesign HPU’s current news page?   
How could you improve it. If you don’t want to 
design a news page for HPU, choose another 
organization or news outlet and redesign its 
news site.

03| Design both web and phone versions of the 
site. Consider designing both the standard 
web and smart phone app versions.

The⋅finished⋅project⋅should⋅
consist of two components:

• News Website Mock-up

Mock-up the news website 
using standard web format 
guidelines and dimensions. 
For the purposes of this 
project, you should create  
the following:

The site’s main page 
(containing thumbnails for 
featured articles)

A secondary page devoted to 
a category of news (such as 
politics, technology, etc.). 

A page that demonstrates a 
full article and include links 
to related articles.

• News App Mock-up 

Mock-up the news site as 
it would appear on a smart 
phone. You should create 
the same pages you created 
for the web version to 
demonstrate how this version 
of the site would appear.

SPECIFICATIONS
PROJECT IDEA 07

Food Truck Branding
Food trucks are popular, and for good reason. A 
well-branded food truck draws attention and cus-
tomers, and develops a personality all its own. For 
this project, you will design a food truck brand and 
develop an assortment of branded materials to sup-
port it, as well as the truck’s graphics.

01| Research existing food truck brands⋅ to⋅find⋅
out what works and what doesn’t. There is a 
huge variety of food trucks out there, each with 
its own image and marketing approach.

02| Design your brand. Start with your food truck’s 
logo. Work from a design brief that establishes 
your target audience, and develop your brand 
from there. Be sure to include things like 
color, typography, and imagery style when 
developing your brand.

03| Design brand peripherals. Create a business 
card and menu to support your brand. You 
should design two versions of the menu: a 
single-page version that can be printed and 
given to customers as a takeaway, and a poster 
version that can be displayed on or near the 
truck. Consider other brand peripherals as well, 
such as packaging or a t-shirt.

04| Design the vehicle graphics. Decide what the 
food truck itself will look like and develop the 
vehicle graphics that will decorate it.

The⋅finished⋅project⋅should⋅
consist of several components:

• Logo Design

• Business Card 

3.5”⋅w⋅x⋅2”⋅h;⋅300⋅ppi.

• Menu 

Format may vary, but you 
should design both a one-
page takeaway version and a 
large version that would be 
displayed on or near the  
food truck.

• Vehicle Graphics

Using a food truck template, 
show what the truck’s graphics 
would look like. Be sure to 
show the sides, front and back 
of your food truck.

SPECIFICATIONS
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PROJECT IDEA 08

Clothing Tag Design
Many forms of new apparel, including dresses, 
slacks, jeans, button-down shirts, and coats come 
with an assortment of tags and labels attached to 
them. This might include one or more hang tags that 
include brand graphics and other information as 
well as adhesive stickers with sizes or other informa-
tion. For this project, you will design a set of at least 
three tags and labels to be attached to an article of 
clothing.

Note: for the purposes of this project, you are not de-
signing tags that are sewn into the clothing, but rath-
er the disposal hang tags and labels that are removed 
after the clothing is purchased. 

01| Research clothing tag design⋅ to⋅ find⋅ out⋅
what kind of information and brand elements 
usually appear on hang tags and labels. You 
should also research what kinds of tags are 
used on various forms of clothing. Try to choose 
an article of clothing that would normally 
include at least three tags.

02| Design the tags for your article of clothing. 
Make sure that the tags express your clothing 
brand while also containing all the relevant 
information they need to cover, such as size, 
care instructions, pricing, bar codes, etc. Many 
brands of clothing include other pieces of 
information on one or more of their tags as 
a part of their marketing strategy, such as 
evocative comments on the clothing or brand or 
information about the manufacturing process, 
materials, or design of the garment.

The⋅finished⋅project⋅should⋅
consist of at least three tags/
labels that would appear on 
your⋅clothing.⋅Your⋅finished⋅
presentation should include  
the following:

• Flat Prints

Bleed: Any color should 
extend⋅at⋅least⋅0.125”⋅outside⋅
of the trim lines.

Trim Lines: solid lines that 
show the edges of the tag.

• Physical Mock-up 

Print and trim your tags/labels 
to size as a physical mock-up 
so that you can see what they 
would look like and whether 
they would work in practice. 

USEFUL TIPS

Research garment tags by 
going to a clothing outlet and 
examining the different ways 
hang tags, labels, and other 
disposable tags appear on real 
examples of clothing. This will 
give you a much better idea 
of what’s required and might 
inspire creative ideas!

SPECIFICATIONS
PROJECT IDEA 09

Outdoor Ad Campaign
Outdoor advertising is an important form of market-
ing. Outdoor ads such as billboards, subway posters, 
and bus stop ads reach countless people each day 
and are therefore more visible than many other 
forms of advertising. For this project, you will design 
an outdoor ad campaign.

01| Research guidelines on outdoor ad design.  
Outdoor ads tend to require special care since 
most viewers will only see them for a few 
seconds before passing by. Therefore, they 
must⋅ read⋅ quickly⋅ and⋅ efficiently,⋅ and⋅ they⋅
need to draw attention. Use easily legible 
typefaces, non-distracting backgrounds, and 
straightforward imagery when designing these 
types of ads.

02| Choose a real-world company and research 
its brand. You will design a series of ads for 
a real product or service. Make sure that your 
ads are consistent with its brand and that 
they successfully convey the sort of image the 
company tries to present.

03| Design a series of outdoor ads for a variety 
of formats. You will need to redesign your ads 
to⋅fit⋅a⋅range⋅of⋅formats,⋅from⋅long⋅and⋅narrow⋅
bus⋅ads⋅to⋅tall⋅bus⋅stop⋅signs.⋅The⋅specifications⋅
at right contain some common sizes you can 
use for your designs.

The⋅finished⋅project⋅should⋅
consist of three components. 
Each⋅should⋅be⋅printed⋅flat⋅and⋅
also mocked-up on a photo to 
show it on location:

• Billboard Ad

22.799”⋅w⋅x⋅10.5”⋅h⋅ 
at 300 ppi.

• Bus Ad 

36”⋅w⋅x⋅7.5”⋅h⋅at⋅300⋅ppi

• Bus Shelter/Mall Backlit Ad 

12”⋅w⋅x⋅17.25”⋅h⋅at⋅600⋅ppi

TAKING IT FURTHER

Feel free to develop other 
variations of the ad formatted for 
different outdoor applications, 
such as a taxi top, back of a bus, 
or other billboard sizes.

SPECIFICATIONS
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PROJECT IDEA 10

Movie or Game Cover
Blu-ray, DVD and video game covers are still an im-
portant marketing tool. In addition, many movies 
and games are also available for digital download, 
and require a graphic (a sort of digital cover) that 
appears⋅on⋅ streaming⋅ services⋅or⋅official⋅download⋅
sites such as Amazon or Playstation Store. For this 
project, you will redesign the cover for a movie or vid-
eo game of your choice, treating it as a sort of special 
collector’s edition. You must format it for both Blu-ray 
and DVD (if it is a movie) or for both Playstation and 
X-Box (if it is a video game). You must also design a 
suitable⋅“cover”⋅image⋅for⋅the⋅digital⋅download⋅on⋅a⋅
site of your choice.

Think conceptually and come up with a unique and 
engaging⋅interpretion⋅of⋅the⋅film⋅or⋅game’s⋅content⋅
and themes!

01| Research standard Blu-ray/DVD/video game  
cover sizes. You will design the paper insert 
that goes inside the plastic cover for a Blu-ray, 
DVD or video game (your choice), so you’ll 
need⋅ to⋅find⋅out⋅ the⋅exact⋅dimensions⋅ for⋅ the⋅
appropriate cover type, as well as the standard 
sizes⋅ for⋅ the⋅ “cover”⋅ images⋅ that⋅appear⋅on⋅at⋅
least one digital download site.

02| Pay attention to the information that must 
appear on the back. Part of your cover design 
will include the back of the cover which usually 
includes a lot of important information, such 
as copyright, region coding, special features, 
and⋅credits.⋅Examine⋅existing⋅covers⋅to⋅find⋅out⋅
what information you’ll need to include.

The⋅finished⋅project⋅should⋅
consist of the following:

• Two printed versions of the 
physical cover, trimmed 
to fit the appropriate case, 
including spine and back

You should design both the 
Blu-ray and DVD versions of 
your cover (if you are doing 
a movie) or the Playstation 
and X-Box versions (if you are 
doing a video game). In the 
latter case, the dimensions of 
the cover might remain the 
same, but the branding and 
detailed information on the 
back might change, so be sure 
to do your research.

• Digital Cover Image 

You should design a digital 
cover image that would 
be used as the graphic for 
your⋅film/video⋅game⋅on⋅a⋅
digital download site such as 
Amazon, Playstation Store, 
iTunes, etc. The dimensions for 
these may vary depending on 
the platform you choose, so 
be sure to research the correct 
graphic sizes.

SPECIFICATIONS
PROJECT IDEA 11

Candy Package
There are many brands of candy available, and many 
are sold in cleverly designed packaging intended for 
boutique shops and other higher-end retail outlets. 
For this projct, you will deisgn a series of three candy 
wrappers or packages, each representing a different-
ly⋅ flavor,⋅ all⋅within⋅ a⋅ consistent⋅ and⋅unified⋅brand.⋅
This might include a paper wrap that goes around 
the foil covering a chocolate bar or a box containing 
individual candies; other approaches are also possi-
ble, so be creative!  Be sure to include the company 
logo, bar codes, nutrition information, and other nec-
essary details to make this a realistic product.

01| Research standard sizes for candy 
packaging. There are several standard sizes 
for things like chocolat bar wrappers, so be 
sure to familiarize yourself with the industry 
standards before deciding whether to adhere to 
those standards or design something new and 
different (it’s generally a good idea to adhere to 
standards in order to save on production costs).

02| Develop your own brand and logo for your 
candy, and apply it consistently across all 
three designs. Consider your target audience, 
including the kind of store where you would 
like your product to be sold. Consider also how 
the colors and graphics you use might affect 
customers’ impressions of your candy.

03| Don’t forget to include the technical details 
on the back. This includes things like a bar 
code, nutrition information, ingredients, 
allergy warnings, etc.

The⋅finished⋅project⋅should⋅
consist of the following:

• Three printed candy 
package designs

These should show all sides 
and should be presented as 
print-ready⋅files⋅with⋅trim⋅
lines, fold lines and bleed.

• Photo Mock-ups

Show what your wrapper  
looks like on the product with 
either Photoshopped mock-
ups or photographs of the 
finished⋅wrappers⋅printed⋅ 
and assembled.

SPECIFICATIONS
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PROJECT IDEA 12

Infographic
Infographics are a popular and effective method of 
conveying complex information in an approachable 
format. Infographics are engaging and eye-catch-
ing, but more importantly, they can condense large 
amounts of information into a visual format that 
shows the relationships within collections of data.

Your infographic should use text and image in con-
junction to tell its story or convey its information. 
Many infographics fail because they do not effective-
ly combine graphics and type — they use graphics to 
accompany and illustrate information rather than to 
show that information, so be sure to consider how 
your graphics will support and convey the ideas or 
data that your work is attempting to present.

01| Research infographics. Find successful 
infographics and study the ways in which they 
collect and present information. How are they 
successful? How do they fail?

02| Research your topic. Once you have chosen a 
topic for your infographic, be sure to research 
it extensively and collect all the data you can. 
Note your sources so that you can credit them 
in your graphic.

03| Explore ways to organize and present your 
information. The way you present and organize 
your information is crucial in an infographic. 
Make⋅sure⋅the⋅layout⋅of⋅your⋅graphic⋅flows⋅in⋅an⋅
understandable manner and that your graphics 
are easy to interpret, even if they encourage a 
viewer to study them a bit to catch the nuances.

Design⋅your⋅infographic⋅to⋅fit⋅
one of the following formats 
(you do not need to design both, 
but are welcome to do so if you 
want to demonstrate your ability 
to rearrange a complex layout for 
different formats):

• Poster:18”⋅x⋅24”⋅at⋅300⋅ppi.⋅
This can be either portrait  
or landscape.

• Web:⋅12”⋅h⋅x⋅36”⋅w.⋅If⋅you⋅
choose this option, consider 
designing a version that is 
300 ppi so that you can also 
print it as a long poster; you 
can shrink it down to 72 
ppi to make it into a web 
graphic, but make sure your 
type is still readable at the 
lower resolution.

SPECIFICATIONS
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